has encountered [YG, . At the same time, Gingras describes the production of this map in the language of resistance, accommodation and so on, that I developed and exemplified with real examples in The Mangle, before concluding:
In short, the persistence in time of the resistances offered by material objects largely deprives the notion of 'emergence' of any significant content. [YG, 325] Gingras clearly regards this 'concrete example' as a reductio ad absurdum of much of the The Mangle. It demonstrates that nothing in my analysis is inconsistent with the simple-minded intuitions about knowledge and practice that the example instantiates. 3 How should I respond? First, I can say that I am happy to have developed an analytical apparatus capable of grasping how the blind find their way around. I had not thought about this, so it is an unexpected payoff. Second, taken at face value, the example accomplishes what Gingras wants. Nothing really emerges, no real novelty, in the practice of this blind man -the obstacles were there all along; and likewise, a strong correspondence realism is warranted about the blind man's eventual 'mental map of the room' -we can readily imagine that he identified the obstacles correctly. But third, the example is rigged. Designating the object of thought as a blind man invokes the fact that Gingras' readers are not blind. We can see in advance what the furniture is; we know what is going to happen when the blind man goes this way or that; we know that his mental map is correct. And beyond that, we sighted readers are implicitly invited to conjure up a fixed universe for this blind man: the chairs and tables are here and there; they never move; no new obstacles appear to his progressthat is why the blind man can . . . . . . suggest to fellow blind men entering the room to take care not to hurt themselves in certain places where there are 'material agencies' waiting to 'emerge' on them. [YG, 325] Is taking the position of an omniscient observer watching lesser mortals stumble around a fixed universe a good strategy in science studies? No. It is a rotten one. 4 Think about a real example: Donald Glaser's development of the bubble chamber, for instance, as discussed at length in Chapter 2 of my book. 5 In an obvious but very important sense, and unlike Gingras' imaginary blind man, Glaser transformed the furniture of the world. Before he embarked upon his project, there were no bubble chambers anywhere: the very phrase 'bubble chamber' did not exist, and if someone had made it up it would have been without content. After Glaser had done his work, the phrase and the object existed, the latter playing an extremely important rôle in particle physics. This was the kind of transformation I sought to analyze in The Mangle, not just in this instance but throughout. The analytical apparatus that I developed there was aimed precisely at getting to grips with such transformations, in which real novelty emerges in practice. That is what all the talk about modelling and multiplicity, resistance and accommodation, agency and, certainly, emergence was about. And it is clear, isn't it, that Gingras' 'concrete example' fails entirely to speak to my concerns? It is, in fact, very hard to see how his metaphor could be extended to cover them without turning into my story. In short, Gingras has simply overlooked (if that is the word) the interest in temporal transformation that runs through my book. 6 A second respect in which that is true can also be extracted from Gingras' 'concrete example'. Only the blind man's knowledge is transformed in his dialectic of resistance and accommodation with the furniture. But this was not the case with Glaser and the bubble chamber. As discussed at length in Chapter 2 of The Mangle, both Glaser and the bubble chamber were transformed in Glaser's practice. The bubble chamber itself was clearly transformed, passing from non-existence to existence in Glaser's small prototypes, and then mutating still further in the practice of Glaser and others (I followed the story up to the liquid-xenon chamber). Likewise, Glaser's plans, goals and interests were mangled, as I put it; so was the social location and structure in which he worked; and so, too, was his knowledge of bubbles. And these transformations in the furniture of the world (the bubble chamber and its evolving shape and performance) and in Glaser the human actor were, I argued, constitutively interlinked in the process of mangling. One cannot understand what became of the bubble chamber without thinking about what became of Glaser, and vice versa. Observations like that were at the origin of my arguments concerning the need for a decentred, post-humanist, analysis of scientific practice that would recognize the reciprocal coupling of things human and non-human, and that could openly acknowledge that much of the historical action, in science and beyond, lies at the interface of these two realms. Once again, it is clear, isn't it, that Gingras' 'concrete example' fails even to make this issue thinkable? I want to pursue this point just a little further. Gingras' blind-man story serves to effect a clean split between the human and the non-human. The non-human table and chairs just persist obdurately in time, while the non-sighted human has actively to accommodate himself to them. All of the interesting action is on the human side. The story thus invites us to think about how we humans individually or collectively come to terms with a dead and uninteresting material world, and hence functions as a rhetorical support for what I called traditional approaches in the humanities and social sciences, approaches that construe their object as purely human. I thought 'traditional' was a pretty bland term, though Gingras is very excited about it, repeating it over and over again and throwing it back in my face: 'But, of course', he announces, 'I am "traditional" ' [YG, 326] .
What should one say about this? First, Gingras is honest, at least about himself: he wants to be a traditional, humanist sociologist. He wants to think about a world of humans among themselves, as Bruno Latour might put it; he doesn't want to think about the material world and its reciprocal engagement with the human. The blind man stumbling upon chairs is enough for him. But second, my book develops at length many empirically grounded arguments against that style of sociology. Gingras says that I engage with 'straw opponents' [YG, 332] , but that is false: just look at the ten-page argument with David Bloor on SSK at the end of Chapter 4, for example, or the eight pages on David Noble at the end of Chapter 5. I have only heard David Noble on the radio, but I know the other David, who is certainly not made of straw. That Gingras, how dare he?
I could go on into the niceties of social theory. Gingras [YG, 328] explodes into an attack on the 'individualism' of my book under the heading, 'Individualistic History and the Dialectic of the "Ping-Pong Table" ' (nice sneer, Yves): 'This concentration on individual practice is very much in tune with the sociological tradition of methodological individualism'; and so on. This fits in perfectly with his blind-man story. But it is funny, then, that, as Gingras knows, I began my thinking on the mangle with individual practice, but found myself led into the macro. Chapter 5 of The Mangle is all about a classic macrosocial topic, struggles between workers and management; and in Chapter 7 I discuss the enmeshing of scientific and military enterprise in fighting World War II.
7 'Individualistic'? Hardly. Readers of Gingras' Review should know that a difference between myself and Gingras is not that I am interested in the micro and he the macro, but that we differ over how the macro is to be conceived. Gingras follows a line traditional in social theory that envisages macrostructures as 'constraints' on more micro phenomena [YG, 330-31]; I argue in The Mangle against that position and in favour of a view of the mangle as scale-invariant (as applying, that is, to the macro as well as the micro, and to interlacings of the two). 8 It is a truism of academic life that the better arguments do not always win the day; I did not expect Gingras to change his tune on reading my book (though I hoped he would). But when he tells the readers of Social Studies of Science that my book is 'individualistic' he is again simply evading, rather than reviewing, my text. 
Notes

RESPONSES AND REPLIES (continued)
From the Heights of Metaphysics:
A Reply to Pickering 2 Of course, for the sake of clarity -and to respect the property of a language that is written linearly from left to right and from top to bottom -all could not be 'mangled' together, and they were presented in sequence, which may explain their apparent unconnectedness from Pickering's 'point of view'. So let us briefly recall the content of those sections, answering his comments along the way.
In the first section, I pointed out that the 'dialectic of resistance and accommodation', which is the central analytical tool proposed in the book, was reminiscent of Piaget's theory of knowledge acquisition, but with one major difference: Piaget was explicitly structural in his analysis (via the concept of 'scheme'), whereas Pickering is purely phenomenalist. I thought a comparison of the two would make clear the limitations of Pickering's dialectic, which offers no way (except verbal) to make possible a real integration of different elements of practice through their incorporation into a practical scheme of action, which orients (and thus limits) future action [YG, . The second section discussed Pickering's return to realism, and showed that his approach was simply a restatement, in a new language, of classical positions, using terms too loose to effect a 'renewal' of the debate. But on these sections, Pickering has nothing to say.
The third section, on agency, again focused on a concept central to Pickering and followed in detail the way in which this 'agency' supposedly works. I concluded that since things 'just happened' (as Pickering writes so many times in his book), agency was in fact a kind of inertia that just resists action, instead of acting by itself. For if words have meaning, 'agency' must be more than 'resistance'. It is in this context that I sketched out the example of the blind man. I insisted that I thought this discussion purely metaphysical, but that it could not be passed over, given the importance it seemed to have for Pickering. Now, true to his 'metaphysical turn', he devotes most of his Response to this example, although it takes less than two pages out of sixteen in my Review. Though I used that example, as well as Otto Sibum's reconstitution of Joules' experiment, to talk about the problem of the persistence of entities in time, which makes Pickering's concept of emergence problematic, his comments are limited to repeating that things really emerge in time. Thus he tells us that before Glaser embarked upon his project, 'there were no bubble chambers anywhere' [AP, 308] . Of course there were none, but the point here is that, as I wrote in my Review, Pickering again confuses machines, which are composed objects, and entities, which are not composed; they thus 'have a distinct ontological status' [YG, 326] . And to make things even more complete, I added [YG, 333, note 12] that 'effects' like Hall or Zeeman effects also had a different ontological status, only to make clear that if one wants to talk about ontology one should take these differences seriously, or at least argue against them. This I take to be the kind of confusion that makes Pickering's 'metaphysics' superficial. But in his Response, Pickering chose not to raise (or to grasp?) those questions, preferring to repeat the obvious: the bubble chamber did not exist before Glaser, and here is a proof that things emerge in time . . . . Section four took up the question of Pickering's 'theory of everything' (TOE). Far from a simple 'mockery' [AP, 310, note 2], this section took seriously Pickering's writing about 'cabalos, virinculi, montani', and other demons [MP, 243] . By the way, I must note that in the reviews I have seen of The Mangle, no-one seems to have taken that part seriously: reviewers, curiously, simply pass over in silence on the concept of 'non-standard agency'. As a firm believer in argumentation and in charitable interpretations, I choose to look at the consequences of what seems at first sight to be a 'non-standard analysis' in the sociology of science. But to be complete on that topic, I should have added that for the blind man of my example, if things happened to move around him in curious ways, he would probably attribute that to a playful friend playing tricks on him, before thinking about ghosts, or any other non-standard agency . . . . In all cases, however, he would apply the principle of sufficient reason: nothing happens without a reason. And I am ready to bet on this anthropological description of what he would do! The other comment I made on Pickering's TOE was, I think, also important, but was somehow made difficult to read. I thus take the present opportunity to correct a sentence that contained two important typos that made it incomprehensible. I noted that by making his concepts applicable to everything, he was falling into an old trap described long ago by Aristotle, that 'there is an inverse relation between the extension and the intension of a concept' [YG, 326] -or, in less philosophical terms, a notion applicable to everything is empty. But on this Pickering has nothing to say.
Section five discussed what I saw as a 'spontaneous breaking of symmetry' in Pickering's treatment of humans and non-humans. On the one hand, he writes that since he cannot attribute goals to non-humans, while he cannot make sense of scientific practice 'without reference to the intentions of scientists', the symmetry between humans and non-humans 'appears to break down' [MP, 17] . In his Response, Pickering criticizes me for effecting a 'clean split between the human and the non-human' [AP, 309] . Now, as any reader can see, it is Pickering himself in his book who 'effects a clean split' in giving intentions to scientists and refusing them to objects which only react to human actions. My blind-man example took that assymetry into account, so it is no surprise that it is not symmetrical. By saying that my story of the blind man 'invites us to think about how we humans individually or collectively come to terms with a dead and uninteresting material world' [AP, 309, emphasis added], Pickering is nearly right -except that the little particle 'and' is here again creating confusion by amalgamation: dead yes, but uninteresting no; objects are dead (excluding the living ones of course, which are not treated by Pickering) but very interesting for scientists, as well as for historians and sociologists of science. Instead of commenting on my being 'traditional' (curiously not seeing its ironical tone), Pickering could have used space to explain why he is in fact not symmetrical in his descriptions of actions, and why symmetry should be expected a priori. Clearly, my comments meant that I was willing to be enlightened on that apparent contradiction in the book: but, despite the clear title of that section of my Review, Pickering does not seem to have grasped the problem. 3 This brings us to the section on individualistic history, which suggested, again on the very basis of Pickering's descriptions of events, that compared to the original analysis of the bubble chamber and N/C technology provided respectively by Peter Galison and David Noble, Pickering's treatment was turgid in style and fundamentally based on a very individualistic treatment of action, which goes so far as stating (as, again, I noted in my Review) that 'scientific objectivity can be located already at the level of individual practice . . . prior to any social ratification' [MP, 196] . I then noted that this view is hardly compatible with Pickering's self-professed pragmatism [YG, 330] , but that does not seem to be a problem important enough to be raised in his Response. When looked at from the point of view of the general structure of the narratives proposed, it is plain that everything in them is like a ping-pong game, be it between Morpurgo and his apparatus, Glaser and his bubble chamber, or even between workers and management. And it is significant that, as I noted in my Review, Pickering admits that he could indeed have told the story of Morpurgo along the same lines as he told the story of Glaser [MP, [72] [73] . The problem was not the absence of macrosociological actors, but the fact that they are all treated similarly in a simple diadic relationship. But only a detailed comparative treatment of the different narratives could show that convincingly, and the examples provided in my Review simply pointed the reader in the right direction, so that s/he could easily find others.
We finally come to the last section, on resistance and constraint. Here the point is not the inability to 'imagine any alternative to . . . constraint other than "total freedom" ' [AP, 311, note 8], but to see how Pickering manages in his book to provide any alternative. It is true that he has 'nowhere stated that contingency is all there is' [AP, ibid.], but the book clearly insists (like a mantra) that 'things just happened', and the only concept used to limit total freedom is of course the 'resistance' of the objects. But as I suggested in my Review with the example of Mozart [YG, 331] , there are often social structures that play an important rôle in limiting possible actions. But here again, Pickering chose not to raise these questions.
Pickering may be right that 'the better arguments do not always win the day' [AP, 310], but they certainly have more chance of doing so when their presentation is not too mangled and, above all, when their author takes the time to answer competing arguments point by point by paying attention to their precise formulation, instead of simply stating that the original arguments were 'hard to grasp'. But this is not an easy task when one is contemplating one's own oeuvre from the top of a mountain, while looking down on those who tediously try to make sense of the bits and pieces of arguments collected in a book and who, finding them wanting, simply point to inadequacies, ready to be enlightened in their valley of the blind.
Notes
